
Instead of waking up and being on the go, we invite you to Wake up &
Flow with our amazing team of MoreYoga teachers, every morning
over Lockdown. In this gentle Vinyasa Flow practice you will be guided
through an opening sequence infused with breathwork to help you feel
more grounded, connected and calm.
 
Dedicate time to self-care each morning and see how it transforms
your day! All levels are welcome to this nourishing flow.

30
DAY
CHALLENGE

LOCKDOWN 2.0

30 MINS BODY

30 MINS MIND
Couple it with a 30 Mins Mindful Journalling Practice and really
connect to your soul over this lockdown.



Start by closing your eyes, taking a few deep breaths & clearing your mind, setting an
intention for yourself to simply be present for this time.

Remember that journaling is a private practice, some people prefer to recycle or destroy
the pages each day, some people prefer to keep them to look back on. Remember that
this is a personal practice, there is no right or wrong - whatever makes you feel most
comfortable is perfect! 

A simple framework to begin writing from are the 3 questions below: 

How am I feeling today Physically? 

How am I feeling today Mentally? 

How am I feeling today Emotionally?

If you’re feeling anxious or worried try a ‘Worry Dump’ or ‘Mind Sweep’ technique, a
simple practice to help you declutter your thoughts by writing down all the things that are
worrying you down on paper. This can also help to rationalise our worries and stop our
thoughts from spiralling out of control.

We would suggest finishing your journalling practice with the following final
reflection: 

What am I grateful for or hopeful for today? 

Enjoy!

SOME SIMPLE TIPS
FOR STARTING A
JOURNALLING
PRACTICE

CLICK TO WATCH

https://youtu.be/Y1QkWq56hzw


30 DAY CHALLENGE:
ACCOUNTABILITY CHART

Enjoy crossing off each day of your challenge. You've got this!
Maybe plot how you're feeling on each day and see how things move or
fluctuate as you move through the 30 days.


